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The struggle for the heart of Eurasia
by Tobias Salander

Once upon a time there was a declining 
world power. It had taken up the cause of 
democracy, freedom and human rights. At 
least, that’s what the spin-doctors wanted, 
who earned their money in glass palaces 
by leading people down the garden path. 
And the task was not easy, since the land 
of freedom was founded on the carcass-
es of millions of murdered natives, an in-
digenous population that had not invited 
the unsolicited immigrants from the 16th 
century onwards. The second stain that 
the spin-doctors knew how to whitewash 
was the deportation of millions of Afri-
cans who, as slaves, created the basis for 
the immense wealth of the immigrant Eu-
ropeans.

When the vastness of the prairies was 
“developed” and the freedom of the south-
ern neighbours and islanders in Asia was 
prepared to be “protected”, one felt called 
by God himself to take on the burden of 
the world’s policeman – one had learned 
well from the former colonial power, 
which had previously taken on the burden 
of the white man and “pacified” half the 
world and all the oceans.

When the world was first tearing itself 
apart in the 20th century, people set out to 
give peoples the “right to self-determina-
tion” and make the world “safe” for de-
mocracy. The fact that they became finan-
cially healthy was not unintentional and 
was the basis for their rapid rise, which 
was not stopped by the further bloodshed 
of millions, but rather promoted it. The old 
colonial power was finally bankrupt, now 
only one adversary stood in the way, but it 
finally struck sail and imploded after dec-
ades of cold struggle.

Now history was declared to be over 
and one’s own way of life to be the finally 
victorious one. Then it went on in quick 

succession: in thirty years until today, 
one country after the other was invaded, 
millions of people were slaughtered, the 
world was covered with a carpet of prop-
aganda that made people loose their sight 
and sound. There were also admonishing 
voices at home, but they were drowned 
out by the drums of war, which, however, 
came across like the sounds of a shawm: 
They were still fighting for freedom, for 
human rights, against terror, and they 
were trampling these very values under-
foot in illegal torture camps, with illegal 
killings by drones, with illegal sanctions 
that let hundreds of thousands of children 
starve to death – but it was worth it to the 
only remaining superpower, as one brave 
lady let it be known – she, whose family 
had had to experience the Holocaust. One 
fought against rogue states and misjudged 
oneself. Who would dare to clearly point 
out their behaviour to the biggest villain? 
A band of robbers, as the Church Father 
Augustine would have formulated, who 
had the most powerful army, the world 
currency and countless European “vassal 
states”, as one of their Polish-born strate-
gists never got tired of boasting? Who was 
tired of life? And wasn’t it all so bad after 
all? Did one still see the corpses of starv-
ing children, mutilated men and women 
in the media?

“Smart” was the new motto, “smart” 
was to be the “power” with which one 
made the world happy, as a combination 
of “hard” and “soft power”, as a foreign 
minister and later would-be president had 
put it.

And lo and behold, the roller sudden-
ly came to a halt. It was like hitting a Chi-
nese wall. There were, in fact, powers that 
would no longer put up with the game. 
Syria and Afghanistan were the beacon, 
the Anglo-Saxon pit bull had cut its teeth 
on it. Nevertheless, it continued with col-
ourful “revolutions”, alleged popular re-
volts, but always made in the homeland of 
the actual terror.

The struggle for the heart of Eurasia 
had begun, the world island that could 
only be dominated, according to the stra-
tegic formulation of relevant ideologists, if 
Europe was dominated, and Europe could 
be dominated if Eastern Europe was dom-

inated, and there was one country that 
played a central role – not because of its 
fertile black earth soils, that too of course, 
but because of its hinge between East and 
West: the Ukraine conflict was born. And 
what the world’s no. 1 power now offered 
was outrageous. Freud would have spo-
ken of projection: suddenly the media 
were full of terms that had hitherto been 
kept quiet or dismissed as conspiracy the-
ories. There was talk in the leading media 
of planned false-flag operations, of staged 
causes of war, of disinformation, of prop-
aganda, of spin-doctoring. As if the world 
hadn’t seen it all before, only now it was 
screaming loudly from vassals’ and sover-
eigns’ mouths: “Stop the thief!” And what 
if the thief wasn’t a thief? And did not 
plan an attack? Then you yourself would 
be the hero who prevented a war that was 
never planned.

In which country was the film “Wag 
the dog” made? Where, in a fictional (?) 
story, a presidential hopeful call the mas-
ter of spin doctors, masterfully played 
by Dustin Hoffman, to distract because 
of a sexual affair. With what? With a war, 
of course, and then when it was exposed 
as a fake? With a hero, a forgotten hero. 
The script is familiar, the war rhetoric 
too. Will the hero come next now? Who 
selflessly goes into the field against evil? 
On a field that is not a field at all, in a 
war that is being propagandistically con-
jured up? In a world that was already on 
the brink when the two nuclear powers 
risked a showdown and a crisis of which 
the defence minister of the “good guys” 
said in his life confession that they had 
“lucked out”?

Does the world need that again? And 
what if luck is not on our side this time? If 
the rationality of individuals fails? When 
a chain reaction once set in motion can no 
longer be stopped? When will the Euro-
pean vassals finally shout the truth in the 
face of the half-naked emperor? And in-
vite the power addict to withdrawal and to 
join the human family as an equal among 
equals? It is not yet too late for peace – if 
only one wants it.

Once upon a time … Don’t fairy tales 
have a happy ending? Modern fairy tales 
must have one.     •

Current Concerns is a translation of 
the newspaper Zeit-Fragen, which 
was published a week earlier. The ar-
ticles in this issue of Current Concerns 
therefore reproduce texts written be-
fore 21 February. In our view, the es-
sential parts of all texts are still rele-
vant, even if events since 21 February 
2022 could not be taken into account.
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Devastating Situation in Afghanistan: Hunger, 
blocked national wealth, sanctions

by Eva-Maria Föllmer-Müller

In January already, high-ranking rep-
resentatives from Paris, London, Berlin 
and Washington, among others, met with 
high-ranking representatives of the Af-
ghan government in Oslo. This was the 
first official invitation to Europe since the 
Taliban came to power in Afghanistan. 
Humanitarian aid and human rights were 
on the agenda. Subsequently, a confer-
ence was held in Geneva from 7-11 Feb-
ruary at the invitation of the NGO “Ge-
neva Call” with eleven representatives of 
the Afghan government, who had come 
with a request for humanitarian aid. The 
agenda was the same as in Oslo.

Official Switzerland also held talks 
within the conference. As a spokesman for 
the Fedeal Department of Foreign Affairs 
(FDFA) told SRF on request before the 
meeting, the FDFA delegation was made 
up of “representatives from the SDC, the 
Peace and Human Rights Department 
and the Asia and Pacific Political De-
partment”. Ambassador Raphael Nägeli 
emphasised the importance of speaking 
to those who are currently in power in Af-
ghanistan. However, he also stated that 
this was “neither a legitimation nor an 
acknowledgment of the Taliban as agents 
of the Afghan government”. The head of 
the Asia and Pacific department in the 
State Secretariat FDFA in Bern said in 
an interview with SRF: “The interlocu-
tors asked us to provide more humanitar-
ian aid. They described the situation in 
Afghanistan in a drastic way – they ad-
mitted very openly that the situation in the 
hospitals is dramatic. That’s why they’re 
asking for more support.”

Afghanistan is in a desolate situation: 24.4 
million people, more than half of the total 
population, are dependent on humanitar-
ian aid.

The UN-Afghanistan Humanitarian Aid 
Plan 2022 earmarks $4.4 billion to help 22 
million people. It is only 9 % funded.1

An updated analysis of the Integrated 
Food Security Phase Classification (IPC)2 
shows that in the first quarter of 2022, 23 
million people, or 55 per cent of the pop-
ulation, are expected to be affected by a 
food insecurity crisis or emergency (IPC 3 
and 4). 8.7 million people are expected to 
be in IPC 4 – the highest number world-
wide. The IPC report concludes that the 
“current and projected food situation in 
Afghanistan is extremely worrying”.

The main risk factors include the finan-
cial freeze. The IPC report: “Sanctions are 
curtailing the private sector and leading to 
urban unemployment. A scenario of pro-

longed financial disruption would lead to 
a protracted economic crisis. A resump-
tion in payments would allow businesses 
to resume operations and unemployment 
to ease.” 

US President Joe Biden’s announce-
ment on 11 February that he would with-
hold half of Afghanistan’s frozen foreign 
currency reserves, i. e., Afghanistan’s na-
tional assets of around seven billion dol-
lars, for lawsuits by relatives of victims 
of terrorist attacks such as those of 11 
September 2001, caused a great deal of 
protest. The other half was to be made 
available for humanitarian aid in Af-
ghanistan. With good reason former pol-
iticians, academics and representatives 
of the current Afghan government out-

raged and accused the US of theft; nu-
merous people in Afghanistan protested. 
Afghan political scientist Mohsin Amin 
commented on the decision on 13 Febru-
ary: “This is an oppressive and tyrannical 
move to dismantle Afghanistan’s econo-
my and inflict harm on 38 million Af-
ghans. The US has spent over $2 trillion 
on the war in Afghanistan over the last 
20 years. But ordinary Afghans have seen 
little of it other than in the form of tens 
of thousands of bombs raining on them 
or ill-planned and executed, and ultimate-
ly, failed reconstruction efforts. Nearly 
a quarter of a million people have died 
as a direct result of the war, not includ-

Suraya, 8, and her sisters use the warmth of the firewood stove to keep warm in the 
harsh Afghan winter. They all live in the Shaydayee IDP camp in Herat province. Like 
Suraya, most children and needy families have no other option than open fires to keep 

warm. (picture ©UNICEF/UN0574509/Bidel) 

“The crisis is affecting every aspect of 
life for virtually all 40 million Afghans 
and sending humanitarian needs spi-
raling. The entire population faces the 
prospect of poverty, while half face 
hunger. Even Afghans that were spared 
previous periods of conflict and crisis – 
those in urban areas, the upper middle 
class and the well-educated – are now 
affected. Only 2 % of Afghans have 
enough food to eat today. Almost 9 mil-
lion people are one step before fam-
ine conditions. This is the highest fig-
ure ever recorded in Afghanistan and 
the largest in the world today. Food is 

still available in markets, yet the threat 
of famine looms as people have no ac-
cess to cash to buy the food. In places 
like Herat, our staff even hear reports 
of people resorting to selling organs. 
Others are leaving for Iran through in-
formal and illegal routes because they 
cannot meet their most basic needs in-
side Afghanistan.”

Source: David Miliband’s Testimony to 
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee 

Subcommittee on Afghanistan,  
New York, 9 February 2022

David Miliband is the president  
of the International Rescue Committee 

(IRC) in New York
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“For Afghans, daily life has become a frozen hell”

UN Secretary-General António Guterres’ remarks  
to the Security Council meeting on 26 January 2022

Mr President, Excellencies,
Six months after the takeover by the 
Taliban, Afghanistan is hanging by 
a thread. For Afghans, daily life has 
become a frozen hell. They’re in the 
grips of another brutal winter of blis-
tering wind, cold and snow. Families 
huddle in makeshift tents under plas-
tic sheets – even burning their posses-
sions to keep warm.

Clinics are overcrowded – and un-
der-resourced. Ambulances and hospi-
tal power generators are running dry 
because of skyrocketing fuel prices. Af-
ghans are stalked not only by COVID-
19, but by deadly preventable diseases 
like measles, diarrhoea and even polio.

Education and social services are 
on the brink of collapse. Millions of 
children – critically, girls – are out of 
school, and 70 per cent of teachers 
are not getting paid.

Over half of all Afghans face ex-
treme levels of hunger. The country 
is facing its worst drought in two dec-
ades, pushing 9 million people closer 
to famine. More than 80 per cent of 
the population relies on contaminated 
drinking water, and some families are 
selling their babies to purchase food.

The Afghan economy is enduring 
a bitter winter of its own. There is 
a danger that the currency could go 
into freefall and the country could 
lose 30 per cent of its gross domes-
tic product (GDP) within the year. Li-
quidity has evaporated. Sanctions and 
mistrust by the global banking system 
have frozen nearly $9 billion in central 
bank assets.  Vital systems are starved 
of needed funds. Lack of – particular-
ly in local currency – is limiting capac-
ity to reach Afghans in need.

As the economy spirals downward, 
human rights are also losing ground.  
Women and girls are once again 
being shut out of offices and class-
rooms. They lost their country over-
night. Years of steady progress gone 
in the blink of an eye.

I am deeply concerned by recent re-
ports of arbitrary arrests and abduc-
tions of women activists. I strongly 
appeal for their release.

Meanwhile, terrorism remains a 
constant threat – not only to the se-
curity of Afghanistan, but to the en-
tire world.
Excellencies,
when it comes to complex humanitari-
an emergencies, Afghanistan is as bad 
as it gets. That is why we launched an 
appeal two weeks ago – the largest in 
the United Nations history for a sin-
gle country, more than $4.4 billion for 
this year.

We’re ramping-up life-saving sup-
port around health, shelter, nutrition, 
protection and emergency educa-
tion – as well as cash transfers to help 
families make ends meet. Last year, 
the United Nations and our partners 
reached 18 million people across the 
country.  And our teams are working 
at scaled-up capacity to reach even 
more people this year, and keep the 
country’s food, health and education 
systems from collapse.

The appeal also contains vital sup-
port for refugee-hosting countries. 
I will never forget the generosity of 
countries like Pakistan and Iran, which 
– for decades – have hosted millions 
of Afghans in need.

At this moment, we need the glob-
al community – and this Council – to 
put their hands on the wheel of pro-
gress, provide resources and prevent 
Afghanistan from spiralling any fur-
ther.

First and most urgently, we need to 
scale-up our humanitarian operations 
to save lives. This goes far beyond our 
humanitarian appeal itself. We need 
to suspend the rules and conditions 
that constrict not only Afghanistan’s 
economy, but our life-saving opera-
tions.

At this moment of maximum need, 
these rules must be seriously re-
viewed.  International funding must 
be allowed to pay the salaries of pub-
lic-sector workers.  From surgeons and 
nurses, to teachers, sanitation work-
ers and electricians – all are vital to 
keeping systems up-and-running. And 
they’re critical to Afghanistan’s fu-
ture. We need to give them a reason 
to stay in the country.

I welcome this Council’s adoption 
of a humanitarian exemption to the 
United Nations sanctions regime for 
Afghanistan. I repeat my call to issue 
general licenses covering transactions 
necessary to all humanitarian activi-
ties. We need to give financial insti-
tutions and commercial partners legal 
assurance that they can work with hu-
manitarian operators without fear of 
breaching sanctions.

And standing with the people of 
Afghanistan also includes a strong 
role for the United Nations. This in-
cludes the One-United Nations Tran-
sitional Engagement Framework for 
Afghanistan, which is being launched 
today – a plan to extend and acceler-
ate humanitarian and development 
support to the Afghan people, while 
sustaining and strengthening essen-
tial services and systems throughout 
this critical period of transition.  And 
it includes recommendations for a 

new mandate for the United Nations 
special political mission in Afghani-
stan to support security, progress and 
human rights, contained in my up-
coming report. I urge this Council to 
consider these recommendations as 
this country enters a new chapter in 
its history.

Second – and deeply connected 
to the first – we need to jump-start 
Afghanistan’s economy through in-
creased liquidity. We must pull the 
economy back from the brink. This 
means finding ways to free-up fro-
zen currency reserves and re-engage 
Afghanistan’s Central Bank, and it 
means exploring other ways to rap-
idly inject liquidity into the economy.

The World Bank’s reconstruction 
trust fund for Afghanistan transferred 
$280 million to the United Nations 
Children’s Fund (UNICEF) and the 
World Food Programme last month.  
We need the remaining $1.2 billion to 
be freed-up urgently, to help Afghan-
istan’s people survive the winter.

Time is of the essence. Without ac-
tion, lives will be lost, and despair and 
extremism will grow. A collapse of 
the Afghan economy could lead to a 
massive exodus of people fleeing the 
country.

Our team in Afghanistan stands 
ready to work with Member States 
and others to establish accountable 
systems to ensure that funds go to the 
Afghan people most in need and are 
not diverted.

Third – now is the time for the Tali-
ban to expand opportunity and secu-
rity for its people and demonstrate a 
real commitment to be a part of the 
global community. The window for 
trust-building is open, but this trust 
must be earned.

Inside Afghanistan, Afghan and in-
ternational female aid workers are 
hard at work implementing projects, 
supporting programmes and even 
leading country operations across the 
country. They’re making a difference 
on-the-ground – clearly demonstrat-
ing the contribution that women can 
make when given the opportunity to 
do so.

Unfettered humanitarian access to 
all regions of the country is vital. At 
the same time, every effort must be 
made to build inclusive government 
institutions in which all Afghans feel 
represented.

Promoting security and fighting 
terrorism are also crucial. For far too 
long, the country has been a fertile 
breeding ground for terrorist groups. 

continued on page 4
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ing death by disease, poverty, and other 
factors related to the invasion.” Former 
President Hamid Karzai condemned the 
decision as an “atrocity against the Af-
ghan people”. Suhail Shaheen, the Tal-
iban’s designated representative to the 
UN, called for the entire amount to be 
unfrozen and kept under control of the 
Afghan central bank. “The reserve is the 
property of Da Afghanistan Bank and by 
extension, the property of the people of 
Afghanistan,” Shaheen told Reuters. Sen-
ior Taliban spokesman Al-Hanafi Wardak 
told Newsweek magazine: “President 
Biden’s unjust decision was a revenge on 
all Afghans for America’s military defeat 
and a blow to Afghanistan’s econom-
ic system, which shows America’s low-
est human and moral decline […]. I have 
to say that this money is the right of Af-
ghans and this money does not depend on 
the system and the government.” And fur-
ther: “It is clear that if this money does 
not have a negative impact on the recon-
struction of Afghanistan, it will have a 
negative impact on the humanitarian sit-
uation in Afghanistan, a humanitarian sit-
uation of which the world is clearly con-

cerned […] But behind the scenes, the 
world has indirectly played a role in per-
petuating this deplorable humanitarian 
situation in Afghanistan by remaining si-
lent in the face of these brutal US deci-
sions.”

A number of Afghan interest groups 
abroad have also reacted negatively to the 
Biden administration’s decision.

By the way, women who are desperate-
ly struggling to save their children from 

dying of hunger and cold have other con-
cerns than their “gender equality”. The 
human right to life and food is being most 
brutally denied to Afghan women, men 
and children today. The right to life and to 
food applies to all human beings, includ-
ing all Afghans. •
1 António Guterres on Twitter on 10 February, 

2022
2  IPC_Afghanistan_

AcuteFoodInsec_2021Oct2022Mar_report.pdf

”Devasting situation in …” 
continued from page 2

Final statement of the delegation  
of the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan (IEA) (excerpt)

At the end of the conference, the IEA 
signed a conference statement and de-
clared:
– To facilitate principled humanitari-

an action in Afghanistan and to en-
sure the protection of humanitarian 
workers and aid;

– To promote the full respect and pro-
tection of health care facilities, trans-
ports and staff, including female 
workers;

– To cooperate in and undertake stock-
pile destruction, mine clearance, vic-

tim assistance and mine risk aware-
ness;

– To promote the protection of the 
environment and cultural heritage 
through public campaigns and other 
activities;

– To protect all Afghans, including by 
providing, protecting and facilitating 
the continuation of their education.

Source: https://www.genevacall.org/
multistakeholder-humanitarian-confer-

ence-enhancing-unimpeded-delivery-of-
humanitarian-assistance-in-afghanistan/

If we do not act and help Afghans 
weather this storm, the region and 
the world will pay a heavy price. Illicit 
drug flows, and criminal and terrorist 
networks, will increase. Without food, 
without jobs, without their rights pro-
tected, we will see more Afghans flee-
ing their homes in search of a better 
life.

I urge the Taliban to work close-
ly with the global community – and 
this Council – to suppress the glob-
al terrorist threat in Afghanistan and 
build institutions that promote secu-
rity. We must prevent the expansion 
of all terrorist organizations in the 
country.

And just as I appeal to the interna-
tional community to step up support 
for the people of Afghanistan, I make 
an equally urgent plea to the Taliban 

leadership to recognize and protect 
the fundamental human rights that 
every person shares.

A stable, prosperous and peaceful 
Afghanistan is an inclusive Afghan-
istan – one in which all people can 
contribute to its future. This must in-
clude the rights of women and girls, 
who are once again being denied their 
rights to education, employment and 
equal justice.

This is a tragedy for those women 
and girls who grew up believing that 
any dream was within reach, and now 
helplessly watching those dreams slip 
away. But it is also a collective waste 
of talents and skills Afghanistan 
needs as it navigates a precarious fu-
ture. As a moral imperative – and a 
practical one – all doors must be kept 
open for women and girls: in schools, 
in the workplace, in the halls of jus-
tice, and across all aspects of public 
life.

Opportunities for a new beginning 
are rare. We urge the Taliban to seize 
this moment and garner internation-
al trust and goodwill by recognizing 
– and upholding – the basic human 
rights that belong to every girl and 
woman.

In the depths of a frigid Afghan 
winter, renewal and hope can seem 
distant. For decades – even centuries – 
Afghanistan has been unfairly used as 
a platform for political agendas, geo-
political advantage, ideological domi-
nance, and brutal conflicts and terror-
ism.

As a matter of moral responsibili-
ty – and regional and global security 
and prosperity – we cannot abandon 
the people of Afghanistan. They need 
peace. They need hope. They need 
help. And they need it now.

Source: https://www.un.org/press/
en/2022/sgsm21121.doc.htm

”For Afghans, daly life …” 
continued from page 3
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Taking a stance against political lies
by Karl-Jürgen Müller

The peace researcher Martina Fischer of 
the church aid organisation “Brot für die 
Welt” (Bread for the World) has observed 
that “many political and media discours-
es present the conflict [between NATO 
and Russia] in a one-sided way and do 
not tell the whole story”. In Germany, 
she says, it is “primarily about the narra-
tive that NATO is in the right and Russia 
is completely in the wrong”.1 NATO offi-
cials call it “strategic communication”. 
“Strategic communication” is “a set of 
sign-based and usually media-support-
ed activities by which individuals, groups 
or organisations seek to maintain or in-
crease acceptance of their political, eco-
nomic, legal or otherwise motivated in-
terests among selected target groups”. I 
call it political lying – and it mostly trou-
bles us in our countries in a synchronised 
manner.

The fact that political lies are public-
ly told in our countries can be observed 
every day at the moment. In addition, 
the liars want to be censors at the same 
time. The German Minister of Education 
and Research announced on 8 February 
2021 that she will spend a lot of money on 
ten new research projects to fight “disin-
formation” and “fake news”. The minis-
ter wants to “get down to the roots of the 
‘fake news’ trouble and advance the fight 
against disinformation through targeted 
research funding”.

The political lie has several variants. 
They range from the simple misrepresen-
tation of facts to the deliberate omission 
of important facts and the deliberate mis-
interpretation of facts up to targeted prop-
aganda.

Five current examples
Here are just five current examples:

On 10 February 2022, former German 
Chancellor Gerhard Schröder comment-
ed in a post on Linkedin on an article pub-
lished in the weekly newspaper Die Zeit, 
“Nord Stream 2: When the gas man rings 
twice”(“Nord Stream 2: Wenn der Gas-
mann zweimal klingelt”). Schröder writes: 
“In its current issue, Die Zeit sets a total of 
eleven(!) journalists on the SPD in order 
to construct, with the greatest investiga-
tive power, a ‘network’ that allegedly ‘al-
lowed itself to be seduced by Putin and 
Russian natural gas’. What is regrettable 
for the eleven authors is the fact that even 
the simplest facts in the piece are not cor-
rect.” Schröder lists these facts and also 
the newspaper’s false claims.

On 24 January 2022, the “German-
Russian Forum” organised a discussion 
on the topic “Warning or all-clear – Rus-

sia against NATO? Is there a way out of 
the crisis?”. One of the panellists was Jür-
gen Trittin, a Green foreign policy expert 
and former Federal Environment Minister. 
One of his statements was: Russia had to 
accept that there had been a “democrat-
ic revolution” in Ukraine, with which the 
country had decided on a future in the EU. 
Anyone who has in mind the actual events 
in the winter of 2013/2014 on the Maid-
an in Kiev and elsewhere in Ukraine can 
only be amazed at the interpretive choice 
of words: “democratic revolution”.

Since 12 February 2022, many of 
our media reported that the US gov-
ernment was assuming a Russian inva-
sion of Ukraine on Wednesday 16 Feb-
ruary. Wednesday is in the past, there 
was no invasion. Russia had stated be-
fore that Wednesday that no invasion of 
Ukraine was planned – and continues to 
do so. Nonetheless, on 17 February, US 
Secretary of State Blinken took the floor 
in the United Nations Security Council 
and spoke again of an imminent attack 
on Ukraine, saying that Russia was only 
looking for a pretext: “fabricated provoca-
tions”. This time, 20 February was given 
as the date. On 17 February the British 
Ministry of Defence even published a map 
of the Russian attack. 

What our media did not report, howev-
er, was that precisely on 17 February, the 
Russian Foreign Ministry handed over to 
the US representation its letter of response 
to the US government’s and NATO’s let-
ters of response to the Russian draft trea-
ties of December 2021. Unsurprisingly, 
the core of the letter is that Russia con-
siders the negotiation offers of the US and 
NATO to be completely insufficient so far 
with regard to Russia’s fundamental secu-
rity interests.

At lunchtime on 16 February, 
Deutschlandfunk interviewed an “expert” 
from the government-affiliated German 
Foundation for Science and Politics (Stif-
tung für Wissenschaft und Politik) on the 
German Chancellor’s visit to Moscow. 
The “expert” was very critical of Russia 
and emphasised several times that after 
1990 it had been agreed in the treaty that 
each OSCE country was free to choose 
its military alliance. Russia would ignore 
this. But she underplayed the fact that 
these OSCE treaties speak of the indivisi-
bility of security in the OSCE area and that 
no state may “consolidate its security at 
the expense of the security of other states” 
– and that this is exactly what Russia is 
demanding (cf. Current Concerns No. 3/4 
of 16 February 2022).

In his acceptance speech on 13 Febru-
ary 2022, the re-elected German President 

Steinmeier attacked Russia and its presi-
dent: “We are in the midst of a military 
conflict, a war in Eastern Europe. Russia 
is responsible for this.” […] “I appeal to 
President Putin: Lift the noose from the 
neck of Ukraine!” – This is another way 
to turn reality upside down.

Political lies create  
a dangerous dynamic

Political lies can create a dangerous dy-
namic. It ranges from deliberate decep-
tion to the creation of political hysteria 
to strategic self-fulfilling prophecy – you 
bring something about by lying. Thus, one 
must assume that those responsible for the 
current war hysteria in the NATO states 
want a further deterioration of relations 
with Russia; for the hysteria is linked to 
massive – and mendacious – accusations 
against Russian policy: Russia is the ag-
gressor – and only the NATO states are 
doing everything to maintain peace. Do 
they really believe in the NATO head-
quarters that they can forget the illegal 
wars of the NATO states of the last 25 
years against Yugoslavia, against Afghan-
istan, against Iraq, against Libya, against 
Syria and the victims and destruction – for 
which so far no one of those responsible 
has been held accountable? 

In the current confrontation between 
the USA, NATO and the EU on the one 
hand and Russia on the other, the USA has 
been claiming for a few weeks – without 
evidence – that Russia will launch its in-
vasion of Ukraine with a false-flag oper-
ation. Could this not also be a specially 
twisted political lie? Should, for example, 
the Ukrainian army – similar to the Geor-
gian army in South Ossetia in 2008 – actu-
ally attack the Donbass and Russia there-
upon militarily assist its approximately 
800,000 citizens in the Donbass, Russia’s 
justification for this assistance is already 
being dismissed as “disinformation” as 
a precaution? Therefore, it must indeed 
be alarming that Russian reports about 
the shelling of the Donbass by Ukrainian 
troops have been increasing since 17 Feb-
ruary. Is it all just Russian “disinforma-
tion” … or an actual provocation planned 
by a long US hand?

It is about power and power politics
The multitude of possibilities of political 
lies should not obscure what it is always 
about: power and power politics. The un-
scrupulousness of the power centres and 
the allegiance of the vassals in the pro-
cess know no moral boundaries. The 19th 
and 20th centuries have shown that. And 

continued on page 6
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”Taking a stance against …” 
continued from page 5

the first two decades of the 21st century 
do not seem to have brought any change 
either.

Objection is possible. And necessary!
But objection is possible. And necessary!

Not because it makes it possible to turn 
the wheel immediately. That would be an 
illusion. But raising one’s voice for the 
truth and against lies corresponds to the 
social nature of human beings. Living to-
gether, on which each of us depends, re-
quires trust. When “good faith” no long-
er applies, togetherness – in the delusion 
of power – is disturbed and increasingly 
disrupted. Not only in international rela-
tions, but also among the people in our 
own country.

Not only we, but also future genera-
tions need role models of honesty and sin-
cerity. The powerful lie creates fear and 
weakens the human being; only with an 
honest voice the human being can find 
a spiritual home. Sick minds submit to 
the principle of power, healthy souls are 
aligned with the truth. We Germans, of 
all people, know that the voices of truth 
were beacons of light in the darkest peri-
od of German history, showing us a way as 
young post-war Germans.

The truth is stronger than the lie
The truth is stronger than the lie. As the 
saying goes, “Lies soon catch up with 
one.” Today we know about so many polit-
ical lies of the past decades. We owe this 
to people who unswervingly sought the 

truth and then also expressed it publicly. 
“Es began mit einer Lüge” (It began with 
a lie) was the title of a WDR film from the 
beginning of 2001, about one and a half 
years after NATO’s war of aggression on 
the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, which 
violated international law. The lying con-
tinued with every further war of the USA 
and its allies. Courageous people have ex-
posed these lies. Many people are grateful 
to them for this.

Making public use  
of one’s reason in all matters

In Immanuel Kant’s prize pamphlet “An-
swering the Question: What is Enlighten-
ment”, which was first published in 1784 
– five years before the French Revolution 
– there is a statement in the very first part 
of the text that the public – Kant speaks 
of the “audience” – can “only slowly ac-
quire enlightenment”. “A revolution may 
well put an end to autocratic despotism … 
or power-seeking oppression, but it will 
never produce a true reform in ways of 
thinking; instead, new prejudice will re-
place the old, and become a new leash to 
control the great unthinking masses.”

For true enlightenment, says Kant in 
the following sentence, instead “requires 
nothing but freedom – and the most inno-
cent of all that may be called ‘freedom’: 
freedom to make public use of one’s rea-
son in all matters.”

Recognition of the Donetsk and  
Lugansk People’s Republics

At an extraordinary meeting of the Na-
tional Security Council [on 21 February], 
the Russian president said the aim of the 
meeting was to determine further steps 

on Donbass. The leaders of the self-pro-
claimed Donetsk and Lugansk People’s 
Republics had earlier asked Vladimir 
Putin to acknowledge the independence 
of their regions 

Putin said Russia had done everything 
to resolve the contradictions in the re-
gion peacefully, but the situation was not 
changing for the better. Kiev would not 
want to comply with the Minsk agree-
ments and had emphasised this sever-
al times. If Ukraine was accepted into 
NATO, the alliance would begin to re-
conquer Crimea and the threats to Russia 
would increase many times over, the Rus-
sian head of state summed up.

All members [of the National Securi-
ty Council] spoke in favour of recognis-
ing the two republics. Dmitry Kozak, the 
Russian president’s advisor at the Nor-
mandy format negotiations, emphasised 
that the negotiation process on the Minsk 
agreements had been at a standstill since 
2015. Dmitry Medvedev also said he as-
sumed that Ukraine would not implement 
the Minsk agreements.

Other members of the Security Council 
also argued that a critical situation had de-
veloped in the Donbass. After having lis-
tened to all opinions, Putin assured that a 
decision would be made the same day. •
1 Cf. on this and on “strategic communication”: 

Trautvetter, Bernhard. “Die (Vor-)Kriegspropa-
ganda und die ‘Strategische Kommunikation’”. 
(The (Pre-)War Propaganda and the ‘Strategic 
Communication’”) In: www.nachdenkseiten.de 
of 15 February 2022

Source: https://de.rt.com/russland/132041-putin-
entscheidung-uber-anerkennung-volksrepubliken/ 
of 21 February 2022

(Translation Current Concerns)

The best prerequisite for stability is a balance of powers 
This balance of power has long since 
ceased to exist after the fourth wave of 
NATO’s eastward expansion. Now the 
USA is once again expanding its in-
volvement in Ukraine (military advis-
ers, weapons, etc.). Russia’s most impor-
tant demands are: a formal halt to NATO’s 
eastward expansion – incidentally, this 
was a verbal promise made by the then 
US President Bush when the Warsaw Pact 
was dissolved – and no further expansion 
of NATO’s military infrastructure (e.g., 
bases and weapons systems) on the for-

mer territory of the Soviet Union, an end 
to Western military aid to Ukraine and a 
ban on medium-range missiles in Europe. 
These demands are quite understandable. 
Ukraine as a neutral country would pro-
mote a balance of power.

Austrian diplomats should commit 
themselves in this sense. Reminding the 
USA of its promise and taking a clear 
stand as Europeans against further milita-
risation of Europe is our task as a neutral 
country. A clear stance, even by a small 
country, can have an impact. Preventing a 

war sometimes requires courage and also 
to give voice to truths. Another personal 
word: A great role model for me is Ber-
tha von Suttner – she stood up for peace 
without compromise and was by no means 
afraid to make herself unpopular. Perhaps 
a dose of independence would do us all 
good, including our politicians!

Sylvia Stuckenberg, Vorarlberg

(Translation Current Concerns)
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USA, NATO and Russia – what will their next moves be?
by Professor Dr Eberhard Hamer, Mittelstandsinstitut Niedersachsen e.V. 

The level of deceit 
and dishonesty con-
cerning the Ukraine 
crisis is at the bot-
tom line. The US 
president has al-
ready twice desig-
nated fixed dates 
(first 16, then 20 
February 2022, in 
any case “immi-
nent”) as the start 

of the war. Where did he get that from? 
Not from Putin. So is the war then to be 
started by a USA satellite? 

Since his accession to power, Ukrainian 
President Selensky has promised the “re-
conquest of the renegade Donbass” and 
of Crimea. For months, he has been in-
citing his right-wing national extremists 
to “restore the great Ukrainian empire”, 
in order to generate readiness for war and 
fear of Russian intervention. 

Above all, however, in recent weeks 
Selenski has more and more imperative-
ly demanded delivery of modern weap-
ons by NATO states, and he has received 
these from the USA, Poland and others. 
Only the German government was cau-
tious enough not to support the armament 
of Ukraine through German arms deliver-
ies, but in turn had to put up with increas-
ingly insolent insults from Ukrainian pol-
iticians.

The panic fear-mongering concerning 
a Russian invasion of Ukraine was rein-
forced by the NATO Secretary General, 
who was faced with the internal prob-
lem that France, for example, had de-
scribed NATO as “brain-dead”, where-
upon the NATO leadership needed a new 
raison d’être in order to be able to justify 
its existence as well as the constantly in-
creasing contributions payable by NATO 
satellites. Since then, not only the eco-
nomic war with Russia, but the “threat 
from Russia” has been NATO’s mantra. 
Also, the NATO leadership is warmonger-
ing and spreading fear of war, even though 
Ukraine is not a NATO member.

Belligerence is also coming from the 
USA. For years, the USA have been an-
noyed by the fact that, since Putin’s in-
auguration, Russia has not submitted to 
them. They have therefore been prop-
agandistically building up the Russian 
president as a warmonger and war crim-
inal in their world press for quite some 
time. 

Above all, Biden and his government, 
like the entire USA, are facing a finan-
cial collapse. They have built up the high-
est debts in their history, a tenfold annual 
budget, so they are over-indebted. The in-
terest-free status of these debts, which the 
FED has so far been struggling to keep up, 
can no longer be maintained, because in-
flation in the USA has risen above 7 % 
and is driving up market interest rates as 
well. So the USA will soon become in-
solvent as well - thus fulfilling both bank-
ruptcy conditions. 

Many times in history, politicians who 
were at a loss facing the crash of their pol-
icies have resorted to war as a last resort. 
For this reason, the Biden government 
could once again be happy with a war in 
Ukraine. 

However, the USA will not intervene 
with its own soldiers in Ukraine. President 
Biden has stated this unequivocally, and 
it would not sell domestically either, after 
the USA has lost more than a dozen re-
gional wars since the Second World War 
and has lately also had to accept a shame-
ful rout in Afghanistan. The world’s larg-
est and most expensive army is threaten-
ing everywhere, but it can no longer win. 

The financier behind Biden’s Demo-
crats is the arms lobby - the largest and 
most powerful domestic and foreign pol-
icy lobby in the USA. It has to kindle a 
war somewhere in the world in order to 
make even more profits, in order to be able 
to sell and produce armaments again. The 
share prices of the arms industry are al-
ready rising enormously. It is already se-
cretly supplying Ukraine. In the event of 
a war, demand would multiply. The US 
arms lobby would thus profit from a war 
in Ukraine and is therefore financing the 
domestic hate chants against Russia and 
against Putin.

By now it has become the mantra of our 
media and politicians that Putin and Rus-
sia want war with Ukraine, but this is not 
backed up by facts. Russia knows about 
the cost of war and its domestic and for-
eign policy risks. Putin wants security 
against further NATO expansion because 
he fears American missiles in Ukraine that 
could reach St. Petersburg in 5 minutes 
and Moscow in 8 minutes. So far, he has 
not been able to achieve this guarantee in 
the many hours of negotiations.

However, Russia has also given its 
compatriots in the Donbass a guarantee 
not to abandon them if they are attacked 
by Ukrainian military. Therefore, Rus-

sia is facing a problem: if Ukraine starts a 
military attack in the Donbass, Russia will 
have to protect its compatriots and thus 
formally attack Ukrainian territory. Selen-
ski could then announce to the world that 
Russia had attacked Ukraine, while it was 
he himself who had started the war in the 
Donbass and thus brought about Russian 
intervention. It is exactly in line with this 
that attempts are already being made to 
dismiss all reports of Ukrainian attacks on 
the Donbass as Russian “disinformation”. 

This is the US-Ukrainian trap set for 
Russia to step into.

That is why Selenski, massively sup-
ported by the US government, has for 
the past two years been increasingly por-
traying Ukraine in Western propaganda 
as a threatened state, as if Ukraine were 
to be swallowed by Russia. What he has 
achieved is that the West is constantly is-
suing new oaths of allegiance to the NATO 
member states in Europe against a Rus-
sian invasion of Ukraine, and is (with the 
exception of Germany) supplying arma-
ments and generously financially support-
ing the corrupt Ukrainian system.

Obviously, Selenski believes that by in-
vading the Donbass, he can force the Rus-
sians to invade the same Donbass, formal-
ly Ukraine, thus making Russia appear as 
an invader of Ukrainian territory and as an 
aggressor, and forcing the NATO states to 
officially or unofficially comply with their 
oaths of allegiance.

And if Selenski were to order the inva-
sion of the Donbass and thus force Rus-
sia to retaliate, this would in any case be 
an advantage for the USA (arms industry, 
forced correction of the credit, debt and 
interest rate crisis) and Selenski himself 
(chance to recapture the Donbass) - but a 
clear disadvantage for Russia (war costs, 
no war advantages). Above all, it would 
also be a disadvantage for all of Europe 
(war as a trigger for a European energy, 
financial and debt crisis).

However: There is one thing the US-
Ukrainian conspiracy has not reckoned 
with. Russia and its president will not fall 
into the trap set for them. So, let us wait 
and see what Putin’s next move will be.

And what about the rest of Europe? 
The Europeans, Macron and also Scholz, 
know very well that that the escalation of 
the war in Ukraine would primarily harm 
themselves. But obviously they are not yet 
ready to draw the necessary consequences 
– how much longer?  •
(Translation Current Concerns)

Eberhard Hamer  
(picture ma)
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Difficult road to a new world order?
Marshall McLuhan’s prophecy that “the 
successor to politics will be propagan-
da” has happened.  Raw propaganda is 
now the rule in Western democracies, 
especially the U.S. and Britain

On matters of war and peace, minis-
terial deceit is reported as news. Incon-
venient facts are censored, demons are 
nurtured. The model is corporate spin, 
the currency of the age. In 1964, McLu-
han famously declared, “The medium 
is the message.” The lie is the message 
now.

But is this new? It is more than a cen-
tury since Edward Bernays, the father 
of spin, invented “public relations” as a 
cover for war propaganda. What is new 
is the virtual elimination of dissent in 
the mainstream.

The great editor David Bowman, au-
thor of The Captive Press, called this “a 
defenestration of all who refuse to fol-
low a line and to swallow the unpalat-
able and are brave.” He was referring 
to independent journalists and whistle 
blowers, the honest mavericks to whom 
media organizations once gave space, 
often with pride. The space has been 
abolished.

The war hysteria that has rolled in 
like a tidal wave in recent weeks and 
months is the most striking example. 
Known by its jargon, “shaping the nar-
rative,” much if not most of it is pure 
propaganda.

The Russians are coming. Russia is 
worse than bad. Putin is evil, “a Nazi 
like Hitler,” salivated the Labour MP 
Chris Bryant. Ukraine is about to be in-
vaded by Russia – tonight, this week, 
next week. The sources include an ex-
CIA propagandist who now speaks for 
the U.S. State Department and offers 
no evidence of his claims about Russian 
actions because “it comes from the U.S. 
Government.”

The no-evidence rule also applies 
in London. British Foreign Secretary 
Liz Truss, who spent £500,000 of pub-
lic money flying to Australia in a private 
plane to warn the Canberra govern-
ment that both Russia and China were 
about to pounce, offered no evidence. 
Antipodean heads nodded; the “narra-
tive” is unchallenged there. One rare 
exception, former Prime Minister Paul 
Keating, called Truss’s warmongering 
“demented.”

John Pilger, Mint Press of 17 February 
2022 (https://www.mintpressnews.com/
john-pilger-war-in-europe-and-the-rise-

of-raw-propaganda/279713/)
“Chinese analysts said Sunday that 

keeping the crisis intense will benefit 
the US in several fields: legitimizing its 
military presence in Europe by demoniz-
ing Russia and poisoning Russia-EU ties, 
increasing uncertainties and concerns to 
harm the eurozone economy so there 
will be more capital flight from the con-
tinent to the US and thus easing the US 
inflation pressure, and using the tension 
to stir up trouble for China-Russia ties.  
Therefore, the US is using all means to 
maintain the heightened tension, in-
cluding spreading disinformation and 
strengthening military deployments to 
provoke Russia - in other words, the US 
is sacrificing Ukraine’s security to serve 
its own strategy to compete with Rus-
sia, experts said.” https://www.global-
times.cn/page/202202/1252149.shtml of 
13 February 2022

As to the tensions on the eastern fron-
tier of Ukraine, China believes that in 
the current context, all parties con-
cerned should let reason prevail, adhere 
to the general direction of political solu-
tion, and refrain from any act that may 
provoke tensions or hype up the crisis. 
The parties should fully consider each 
other’s legitimate security concerns, 

and show mutual respect, and on such 
a basis, properly resolve their differenc-
es through equal-footed consultations. 
China supports all efforts conducive to 
easing the tensions, and notes the re-
cent diplomatic engagement between 
the Russian Federation with France, 
Germany and other European countries 
at the leaders level. A negotiated, bal-
anced, effective and sustainable Euro-
pean security mechanism will serve as a 
solid foundation for lasting peace and 
stability across Europe. We trust that 
European countries will take decisions 
with strategic autonomy in line with 
their own interests. […]

Everything happens for a reason. 
NATO enlargement is an issue that can-
not be overlooked when dealing with 
the current tensions related to the 
Ukraine. NATO’s continuous expansion 
in the wake of the Cold War runs coun-
ter to the trend of our times, that is to 
maintain common security. One coun-
try’s security cannot be at the expense 
of the security of others.
China’s Ambassador Zhang Jun at the UN 

Security Council Briefing on Ukraine on 
17 Feburary 2022

It’s [the West] going through tough 
times; we really are talking about the 
twilight of Western dominance and 
eventual end of its global leadership. 
It’s hard for them. I think we are mov-
ing toward a serious crisis in interna-
tional relations. We can probably gain 
some degree of clarity after serious 
tests of strength in different regions 
and domains. Not all issues will be re-
solved at the negotiating table, but 
the outcomes can be formalized. That’s 
how the new world order is going to 
emerge.

Dmitri Trenin, Carnegie Moscow Cent-
er director in an interview with Kommer-

sant’s Elena Chernenko; 

The ICRC calls on sides to spare  
critical civilian infrastructure in eastern Ukraine

(Geneva/Kiev) The recent intensification 
of the fighting in eastern Ukraine has 
again put certain key essential services 
at risk of coming to a full stop.

In the last two days, at least two 
major pumping stations – the 1st Lift 
Pumping Station and Karlivska Filtration 
Station, both in the Donetsk region and 
serving more than 1 million people on ei-
ther side of the line of contact with pota-
ble water, including hospitals and other 
crucial services, were rendered inopera-
ble by the hostilities.

“We are very concerned about the de-
velopments in eastern Ukraine over the 

past few days. Civilian infrastructure pro-
viding essential services, and civilian per-
sonnel who operate, maintain and repair 
that infrastructure are protected under 
International Humanitarian Law,” says 
Florence Gillette, the ICRC’s head of del-
egation in Ukraine.

“We remind all sides that, in the con-
duct of military operations, constant care 
must be taken to spare the civilian popula-
tion, civilians, and civilian objects. The ICRC 
calls on all the sides to spare infrastructure 
that is essential for the survival of the pop-
ulation and to respect principles of distinc-
tion, proportionality and precaution.”

Over the past eight years, the hostili-
ties in eastern Ukraine have regularly left 
towns, villages and rural communities on 
either side of the line of contact without 
essential water, gas or power for days or 
weeks on end.

Without urgent action to protect es-
sential services in areas where the hostil-
ities are taking place, large scale human-
itarian implications are expected.

Repairs to the damaged infrastruc-
ture are urgently needed but will cer-
tainly take time.

Media Release ICRC of 19 February 2022, 
Ukraine
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continued on page 10

Current Swiss electricity policy
Security of electricity supply does not come for free

by Dr iur. Marianne Wüthrich

Switzerland (like many other countries) 
is faced with the challenging task of se-
curing its future electricity supply and 
at the same time doing without non-sus-
tainable energy as far as possible. What 
the electricity mix of tomorrow should 
look like must be discussed and reflect-
ed upon in all its facets and with all its 
advantages and disadvantages in expert 
circles, but also among the population 
and in politics.

Some stakes for Switzerlands electric-
ity supply have already been knocked 
down, other approaches are still open or 
are only being considered. Although the 
Swiss electorate approved the ban on new 
nuclear power plants in 2017, some forc-
es in politics and business are already 
thinking aloud again about new “third or 
fourth generation” NPPs, and there are 
concrete models to be taken seriously. 
To delve into these would go beyond the 
scope of this article. The Federal Council, 
for its part, speaks of a “transitional pe-
riod” with gas-fired power plants and on 
17 February specified its plans. What eve-
ryone agrees on: Switzerland still has a 
long way to go in terms of renewable en-
ergies; the electricity supply in winter has 
to be ensured; the gap after the shutdown 
of the NPPs has to be filled, and the sup-
ply has to be increased to meet the grow-
ing demand in the future. 

“Secure electricity supply with  
renewable energies”: Draft bill in  
the Council of States Commission

In June 2021, the Federal Council submit-
ted its dispatch on the “Federal Act on a 
Secure Electricity Supply with Renewable 
Energies” to parliament.1

The main goal of the draft is to “rapidly 
and consistently” expand “domestic elec-
tricity generation from renewable ener-
gies”. To this end, the Energy Act, which 
we voted on only five years ago, is to be 
amended again, as is the Electricity Sup-
ply Act of 2007, because so far the expan-
sion of renewables has been much more 
sluggish than we had imagined. And al-
though we are all required to be as eco-
nomical as possible in our energy con-
sumption, electricity consumption will 
continue to rise: Because Switzerland’s 
long-term climate strategy must be ad-
hered to in addition to the security of elec-
tricity supply, there is a need for “compre-
hensive electrification in the transport and 
heating sectors”, according to the Federal 
Council in its media release. In addition, 
there is the increasing demand as a result 
of further growth in immigration. 

The “Commission for the Environment, 
Spatial Planning and Energy (UREK)” of 
the Council of States unanimously ap-
proved the bill in January and is now deal-
ing with its extensive and detailed con-
tents (Media release of the UREK-S of 
28 January 2022). The session in which 
the draft will be dealt with in the Council 
of States (as the first Council) is still open. 

In terms of content, the law is to stip-
ulate the following, among other things: 
– Binding target values for the expansion 

of hydropower and other renewable en-
ergies (target value by 2050: 39 TWh 
expansion) as well as for the reduction 
of energy and electricity consumption 
per capita.

– Extension of the support instruments 
until 2035. Feed-in tariffs are replaced 
by investment contributions.

– Longer-term security of electricity 
supply in winter: The Federal Council 
wants to finance large storage power 
plants, which retain water in the res-
ervoirs for the winter and thus hold 
an additional 2 TWh of electricity re-
serves, with a “winter surcharge”.

Here are some comments and important 
opinions.

ElCom: Measures of the  
draft bill are not sufficient

Werner Luginbühl, President of the Swiss 
Federal Electricity Commission ElCom, 
warns that the measures contained in the 
draft bill are not sufficient to guarantee 
a secure supply of electricity. In order to 
avert the threat of an electricity shortage 

in winter, “gas reserve power plants” and 
efficiency measures (electricity saving) 
would be needed by 2025 in addition to a 
storage reserve (hydropower). “Luginbühl 
therefore hopes that parliament will make 
the necessary corrections to the Federal 
Council’s proposal.”2 Federal Council-
lor Simonetta Sommaruga, head of the 
Federal Department of the Environment, 
Transport, Energy and Communications 
(UVEK), has already taken the first steps.

Expanding hydropower as the  
backbone of Swiss electricity supply

The Swiss production mix in 2020: “In 
Switzerland, 58,1 % of electricity is pro-
duced from hydropower, 32,9 % from nu-
clear power, 2,3 % from fossil fuels and 
just under 6,7 % from new renewable en-
ergies”. (Media release of the Swiss Fed-
eral Office of Energy of 31 August 2021.)

In view of these figures, it is obvious 
that hydropower, as Switzerland’s natu-
ral and most productive source of elec-
tricity, can and must be used far better 
in the future – in addition to the expan-
sion of new renewable energies. Federal 
Councillor Simonetta Sommaruga: “Solar 
power is important. But hydropower re-
mains the backbone of electricity supply 
in our country. Especially in winter, when 
electricity is scarce, the storage lakes pro-
vide the necessary security. That is why 
the Federal Council has also decided on a 
surcharge for winter electricity. ”3 Accord-
ing to Sommaruga, the Federal Council 

Grimsel-dam Spitallamm 
(picture Kraftwerke Oberhasli AG KWO, Bruno Lasser)
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can introduce this measure by ordinance, 
i.e. already for the next winter.

Hydropower Round Table –  
an important step, but not  

sufficient for the energy transition

In Switzerland, practically every new 
power plant and every expansion is the 
subject of objections and are often taken 
all the way to the Federal Supreme Court. 
In 2021, Federal Councillor Sommaruga 
convened a “Hydropower Round Table”, 
in which the representatives of the fed-
eral government and the cantons, as well 
as some representatives of the electricity 
industry and environmental associations 
met. They adopted a “Joint Declaration” 
with 15 reservoir hydropower projects that 
are “the most promising in terms of en-
ergy and at the same time have the low-
est possible impact on biodiversity and the 
environment”. The 15 power plants would 
“achieve the additional storage production 
of 2 TWh”, which are necessary to bypass 
the impending winter shortage.4 A gratify-
ing success and an exemplary undertaking 
that the various actors get together and ne-
gotiate a compromise that serves the com-
mon good. 

However, the “Joint Declaration” has 
also shortcomings: On the one hand, it 
only sets guidelines: “This document does 
neither commit an investor, nor a cantonal 
licensing authority, nor an environmental 
organisation, nor the federal government,” 
says the cantonal councillor Mario Cavi-
gelli, president of the cantonal energy di-
rectors, on SRF News.5 On the other hand, 
if all 15 projects were to be realised, the 
2-terawatt hours would be only enough 
for a start and only one of many steps. 
As Christoph Brand, CEO of Axpo, said 
in the same SRF programme, a successful 
energy transition would require a total of 
50 TWh, i.e., 25 times that amount. Why 
are we not moving forward faster?

Environmental protection yes – but not 
as a blockade for domestic power supply
Swiss electricity companies are building 
wind farms in northern Germany rath-
er than in their own country. Christoph 
Brand, the head of Axpo, explained in a 
newspaper interview: “You have to imag-
ine this: Axpo’s wind power portfolio in 
Switzerland consists of just one wind tur-
bine, in Entlebuch.” Every project would 
be bitterly fought for. “Compromises 
should always be made by others: The op-
ponents of wind power say expand hydro-
electric power. The opponents of hydro-
power say, build photovoltaics. And when 
it comes to photovoltaics, there’s the pro-
tection of historical monuments. We lack 

the social consensus that electricity has 
to come from somewhere and that it’s not 
possible without compromise.” The en-
ergy turnaround is technically possible 
in Switzerland, says the Axpo CEO, but 
much faster approval procedures are need-
ed. In France, Axpo could build a wind 
farm in four years, “in Switzerland such a 
pace is unthinkable by now.”6 

ElCom president Luginbühl and 
DETEC head Sommaruga also share this 
point of view that the procedures should 
be streamlined. Luginbühl says that 
“today the Swiss electricity industry in-
vests primarily abroad in wind and pho-
tovoltaic plants”, because the “expan-
sion of domestic production is being held 
back by enormously complicated licens-
ing procedures”. (“Neue Zürcher Zeitung” 
of 5 November 2021) Federal Councillor 
Sommaruga also affirms that the lack of 
investment at domestic level is “not pri-
marily the fault of the electricity compa-
nies”. For: “Today it often takes 20 years 
(!) before a wind or hydroelectric project 
can be realised. There are various approv-
al procedures, and the project opponents 
can take each procedure individually to 
the Federal Court.” Investment security 
is therefore also lacking. (“Neue Zürcher 
Zeitung” of 5 February 2022) 

Example of a rat race proceeding
On 4 November 2020, the Federal Supreme 
Court “approved the complaint lodged by 
two nature conservation organisations in 
connection with the planned raising of the 
dam walls of the Grimsel hydroelectric 
power plant” dismissed the case back to 
the Bernese cantonal government.7

Thus, the rat race continues. The 
case was already before the Federal Su-
preme Court. In 2010 – ten years before 
the new Federal Court decision! – Kraft-
werke Oberhasli AG (KWO) had submit-
ted an application to the Canton of Bern 
to “raise the two dams of the Grimsel res-
ervoir, which would provide addition-
al storage of 240 gigawatt hours of ener-
gy” [i.e., one-eighth of the 2 TWh needed 
for the winter reserves! – approval by the 
Bernese Grand Council (Parliament) – 
cancellation of approval by the Cantonal 
Administrative Court on appeal by sever-
al nature conservation organisations – Ap-
proval of the KWO’s appeal by the Fed-
eral Court (2017) and referral back to the 
Administrative Court – dismissal of the 
complaints of the nature conservation or-
ganisations by the Administrative Court 
(in accordance with the order of the Fed-
eral Supreme Court) – current Federal Su-
preme Court ruling of 2020: referral back 
to the Bernese cantonal government (i.e. 
to the lowest instance) – and onwards in 
the rat race. 

An acceleration of the proceedings 
would be in all our interests if we want to 

continue to have running computers and 
charged e-cars ...

Giving greater weight  
to security of supply  

instead of conservation of nature
Although Sommaruga stated in the in-
terview that the Federal Council wants 
to concentrate the procedures into a sin-
gle appeal procedure and thus speed them 
up considerably, there is not a word about 
this in the draft of the law “on the secure 
supply of electricity with renewable ener-
gies”. Is the Federal Council afraid of the 
domestic political dispute?

The SP Federal Councillor is in two 
minds: as energy minister, she has to pro-
mote the expansion of renewable energies; 
as environment minister, she asserts: “No 
one wants to cut back on nature conser-
vation” The expansion of hydroelectric 
and wind power plants doesn’t necessari-
ly come at the expense of the environment. 
Early negotiations between the electrici-
ty industry and environmental associa-
tions are needed, says Sommaruga, add-
ing: “And the willingness of all parties to 
deviate from the maximum demand once 
in a while.”

But as we have seen, that isn’t enough. 
Is this the reason why the draft has been 
in the Council of States Commission 
since last June – because parliamentar-
ians from the Green Party up to the SVP 
are fighting for a more investment-friend-
ly procedure? The commission is keep-
ing a low profile: it will “only inform 
about its decisions after the conclusion 
of its deliberations,” so the announce-
ment after its last meeting on January 28. 
It is currently leaked out that correspond-
ing motions have been submitted by the 
conservative side. “Without compromis-
ing on nature conservation, the expansion 
of renewable energies wouldn’t be possi-
ble”, so the justification. The WWF, for 
its part, commissioned a survey: Accord-
ing to this, around 60 per cent of those 
surveyed do not want any new hydroe-
lectric power plants in nature reserves.9 
Most of us would agree – but from where 
do we get the electricity for our electrical 
and electronic devices?

Longer-term security of supply  
with nuclear power plants?

On 17 February the Federal Council pre-
sented the next challenge: In accordance 
with ElCom’s recommendation, it is plan-
ning – in addition to the reserves of hy-
dropower plants by emergency decree – 
“the staggered construction of two to three 
gas-fired power plants with a total capaci-
ty of up to 1000 megawatts (MW).” Cost: 
700 to 900 million francs. The gas-fired 
power plants “may only be used in ex-
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ceptional situations when the electricity 
market is temporarily unable to meet de-
mand,” according to the Federal Council.10 
This, of course, requires a law passed by 
parliament, with an optional referendum. 
Wouldn’t it be better to raise or build the 
dams on the Grimsel and elsewhere? Then 
our gas imports would be reduced and the 
environmental impact would be lessened – 
and it would be cheaper.

Recently, the question has also been 
raised as to whether the construction of nu-
clear power plants should be considered 
again in the longer term. On 12 February  
2022, the delegates of the FDP Switzerland 
approved a resolution on the security of 
electricity supply, which should make the 
construction of new NPPs possible again 
under strict conditions. With 247 yes to 9 
no votes and 4 abstentions, the delegates 
adopted the following resolution: “There 
must be no legal technology bans on the 
expansion and replacement of existing do-
mestic production plants in order to guar-
antee a stable energy mix for future gen-
erations. Therefore, the legal conditions 

must be created so that in the long term and 
if necessary, a new generation of nuclear 
power technology could also contribute to 
the security of supply, provided that safety 
can be guaranteed at all times.”11

Thus, new ways are opening up, which 
are already being pursued by current re-
search. There is no harm in pursuing such 
approaches. •
1 Federal Council media release of 18 June 2021; 

Federal Council Dispatch of 18 June 2021 on the 
Federal Act on a Secure Electricity Supply with Re-
newable Energies. Bundesblatt BBl 2021, p. 1666f

2 Netzseitige Massnahmen für die Sicherstellung der 
kurz- und mittelfristigen Versorgungssicherheit 
und der Netzstabilität. Report for the attention of 
UVEK/Federal Council of 13 October 2021; Von-
plon, David. “Elcom-Präsident: Der Umweltschutz 
steht einer sicheren Energieversorgung im Weg” 
(Elcom President: Environmental protection stands 
in the way of a secure energy supply). In: Neue 
Zürcher Zeitung of 5 November 2021

3 Vonplon, David; Forster, Christof. “Sommaru-
ga zur Energiewende: ‘Niemand will einen Kahls-
chlag beim Naturschutz’” (Sommaruga on the ener-
gy turnaround: “No one wants a clear cut in nature 
conservation”). Interview in: Neue Zürcher Zeitung 
of 5 February 2022 

4  Federal Department of the Environment, Transport, 
Energy and Communications DETEC. “Gemein-
same Erklärung des Runden Tisches Wasserkraft” 
(Joint Declaration of the Round Table on Hydro-
power), of 13 December 2021.

5 Burkhardt, Philipp. “Runder Tisch Wasserkraft. 15 
Wasserkraftwerke sollen realisiert werden” (Hydro-
power Round Table. 15 hydropower plants to be re-
alised), SRF News, of 13 December 2021

6 Häne, Stefan; Läubli, Martin. Interview with Axpo 
CEO. “Was ist schlimmer: Der Klimawandel oder 
ein neuer Stausee?” (Which is worse: climate 
change or a new reservoir?). In: Tages-Anzeiger, of 
13 July 2021

7 Vonplon, David; Forster, Christof. “Sommaru-
ga zur Energiewende: ‘Niemand will einen Kahls-
chlag beim Naturschutz’” (Sommaruga on the ener-
gy turnaround: “No one wants a clear cut in nature 
conservation”). Interview in: Neue Zürcher Zeitung 
of 5 February 2022 

8 Judgment of 4 November 2020 (1C_356/2019). 
Grimsel reservoir expansion: appeal by nature con-
servation organisations approved. Media release of 
the Federal Supreme Court

9 Walser, Charlotte. “Umfrage zu Naturschutz – Die 
Mehrheit will keine Wasserkraftwerke in Schutzge-
bieten” (Survey on nature conservation – Major-
ity does not want hydropower plants in protected 
areas). In: Tages-Anzeiger, of 18 February 2022.

10 “Versorgungssicherheit: Bundesrat richtet ab dem 
nächsten Winter eine Wasserkraftreserve ein und 
plant Reserve-Kraftwerke” (Security of supply: Fed-
eral Council establishes hydropower reserve from 
next winter and plans reserve power plants. Federal 
Council media release), of 17 February 2022.

11 “Delegiertenversammlung. FDP sagt ja zu neuen 
AKW – unter gewissen Voraussetzungen”. (As-
sembly of Delegates. FDP says yes to new nucle-
ar power plants – under certain conditions). SRF 
News of 12 February 2022

Cooperation with neighbouring countries possible  
even without an electricity agreement with the EU

mw. According to Federal Councillor Som-
maruga, an electricity agreement would 
certainly facilitate cooperation with the 
EU, but: “We would have to expand 
electricity production in our own coun-
try, however, even with an agreement.“ 
A welcome side effect of the termina-
tion of negotiations on the framework 
agreement: This means that the liberali-
sation (euphemistically “opening”) of the 
electricity market sought by the Federal 
Council is not urgent and will presumably 
be postponed by parliament: “The open-
ing of the market is a prerequisite for an 
electricity agreement with the EU. But 
such an agreement will not come quickly, 
even if it remains our goal.”1

Axpo CEO Christoph Brand on the 
question of whether Switzerland would 
be “cut off from the European electricity 
market” after the negotiations with Brus-
sels were broken off: “There is agree-
ment at the expert level that it would 
make no sense to discriminate against 
Switzerland. When there was a voltage 
drop in north-western Europe in Janu-
ary and there was a danger of a black-
out, Switzerland helped greatly to sta-
bilise the European electricity grid. This 
shows the importance of Switzerland.”2

“If we have a problem, then  
our neighbouring countries  
quickly have a problem too”

Switzerland is not alone in its concern 
about protection against future power 

outages. On 1 December 2021, the Ben-
elux countries, Germany, France, Aus-
tria and Switzerland signed a memoran-
dum of understanding at a ministerial 
meeting to take precautions against an 
electricity crisis. This “paves the way for 
further cooperation [...] and for the de-
velopment of solidarity measures that 
can be deployed regionally in the event 
of a crisis»” (Federal Council media re-
lease of 1 December 2021).

Although the declaration is not legal-
ly binding, “it is nevertheless valuable,” 
says Federal Councillor Simonetta Som-
maruga on SRF News. “It is important 
that we take a very specific look at what 
we can do together to prevent such a 
power crisis from happening in our re-
gion in the first place.” And if a power 
crisis did occur, the procedures would be 
defined in advance. The agreement was 
“a political declaration of will, we want 
to work together here, because Swit-
zerland is in the middle of Europe. If we 
have a problem, then our neighbouring 
countries will quickly have a problem as 
well.”3 (emphasis mw)

ElCom, which together with the na-
tional network company “Swissgrid” is 
responsible for ensuring stable grid op-
eration in order to optimise electricity 
imports, has a similar opinion: “In terms 
of interconnected operation, Switzer-
land is the most intermeshed country 
in continental Europe, both cross-bor-
der and nationally. The installed trans-

mission capacity at the Swiss borders ex-
ceeds Switzerland’s demand by a factor 
of two to three. Therefore, a lot of im-
port is potentially possible. However, the 
high degree of intermeshing requires 
good coordination between the net-
work operators.”4 Our authorities have 
to ensure this good coordination, for ex-
ample through the memorandum of un-
derstanding mentioned above.

1Vonplon, David; Forster, Christof. “Som-
maruga zur Energiewende: ‘Niemand 

will einen Kahlschlag beim Naturschutz’” 
(Sommaruga on the energy turnaround: 
“No one wants a clear cut in nature con-

servation”). Interview in: Neue Zürcher 
Zeitung of 5 February 2022 

2Häne, Stefan; Läubli, Martin. Interview 
with Axpo CEO. “Was ist schlimmer: Der 
Klimawandel oder ein neuer Stausee?” 

(Which is worse: climate change or a new 
reservoir?) In: Tages-Anzeiger,  

of 13 July 2021

3Gasser, Tobias. “Stromknappheit ab 2025. 
Hilfe bei Stromausfällen – auch ohne Stro-

mabkommen mit der EU” (Electricity 
shortages from 2025. Help in the event of 

power cuts – even without an electricity 
agreement with the EU). SRF News  

of 2 December 2021

4Grid-side measures for ensuring short- 
and medium-term security of supply and 
grid stability. Report for the attention of 

UVEK/Federal Council of 13 October 2021;
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Kazakhstan – A plea for a bridge-builder between the blocs
by Ralph Bosshard

The recent unrest in Kazakhstan, seen 
as a politically stable country until 
now, surprised many observers in the 
West. Since then, much has been writ-
ten about the largest country in Cen-
tral Asia, that is run in an authori-
tarian manner and is a police state 
where human rights and civil liberties 
do not count for much. While parts of 
the criticism are certainly true, others 
seem to be more geopolitically moti-
vated. A brief overview of the coun-
try’s development since independence 
may serve as a warning to place the 
appearing domestic conflict in a ge-
opolitical context of rivalry between 
the USA, China and Russia.

A bridge builder  
in the heart of Asia

In terms of foreign policy, Kazakhstan, es-
pecially under the leadership of long-time 
President Nursultan Nazarbayev, tried to 
pursue a so-called multi-vectored foreign 
policy and maintain good relations with 
Russia, the USA and China, always under 
the premise that Russia was the most im-
portant ally. It is difficult to assess to what 
extent this led to a certain mistrust on the 
part of the allies – as in the case of Ar-
menia, for example. Ultimately, the dete-
rioration of East-West relations that began 
a few years ago and the division of the 

world into black and white led in the case 
of Kazakhstan to a restriction of the free-
dom of action in foreign policy of a state 
that – situated between two empires – is 
forced to seek its own independent path. 
In recent years, Kazakhstan successful-
ly negotiated an agreement of association 
with the EU, took a leading role in nuclear 
disarmament, abolished the death penalty 
and launched an initiative to reduce CO2 
emissions. Especially for a country whose 
economy is highly dependent on the sale 
of oil and gas, the latter is a remarkable 
initiative.

When discussing Kazakhstan’s inter-
national role, it is often forgotten that the 
country is also part of Europe, because the 
Ural River, which is generally regarded as 
Europe’s geographical eastern border, lies 
200 to 400 km east of Kazakhstan’s west-
ern border. This means that the Europe-
an part of Kazakhstan’s territory is larger 
than many European states.

Several times in recent years, Kazakh-
stan has distinguished itself as a mediator 
in current conflicts and as a host of high-
level international conferences.

Kazakhstan’s relationship with Russia 
is shaped by their common history. The 
steppe peoples who repeatedly invaded 
Russia in the Middle Ages also came from 
the territory of present-day Kazakhstan. 
After the Russian tsars gradually incorpo-
rated all the territories of Central Asia into 
their empire in the 19th century, their poli-
cy oscillated between pragmatism, content 
with controlling territory and borders, and 
russification. The decisive contribution to 
the development of Kazakhstan, however, 
was made by the Soviet Union, albeit with 
brute methods that were common every-
where. In a civilised form, this develop-
ment thrust continued after the end of the 
Second World War, in which the “Euro-
pean” Soviet republics of Russia, Ukraine 

and Belarus played a large part. Since 
its independence, Kazakhstan has dis-
tinguished itself as a multi-ethnic state 
– almost proud of the fact that around 
50 ethnic groups from all parts of the 
former Soviet Union are resident with-
in its borders. In this sense, it can be 
seen as an expression of wisdom that 
Kazakhstan has so far not pursued a 
policy of nationalisation, which has led 
to conflicts in the post-Soviet space on 
several occasions. Fuelling a national-
ity conflict would endanger the coun-
try’s state unity and could lead in par-
ticular to the loss of the northern part 
of the country, where many ethnic Rus-
sians live.

Top candidates and their parties
In the aftermath of each election in Ka-
zakhstan, OSCE election observers found 
that the elections were not conducted ac-
cording to international standards. The 
country also generally scores poorly in 
the ratings of various indices for freedom, 
human rights, rule of law, freedom of the 
press and others. This also has structur-
al reasons and is by no means limited to 
the government of Nursultan Nazarbayev. 
As in other Central Asian countries, Ka-
zakhstan has no democratic or federal tra-
dition. Neither the rule of the tsars nor the 
Soviet officials were able to completely 
eliminate the old structures that had al-
ready emerged in the Middle Ages. 

Any Kazakh government is forced to 
maintain a balance among nationalities. 
In this respect, many of the former Sovi-
et republics are still not completely sta-
ble political entities. Under the umbrel-
la of a modern society, Kazakhstan still 
retains old structures of tribes and clans 
that are remotely reminiscent of the three 
hordes that structured the country before 
the arrival of the tsars. Today, political is-
sues are probably still discussed and de-
cided in these structures. In the republics 
of Central Asia, when a political issue is 
brought before parliament, it has often al-
ready been decided, and vote results of 90 
% or more were mostly an expression of 
extra-parliamentary efforts than of author-
itarian methods. 

The political struggle in Kazakhstan 
today is also likely to take place to a sig-
nificant extent outside parties and par-
liament. Although he had once been the 
chairman of the Communist Party of Ka-
zakhstan, Nursultan Nazarbayev found-
ed his own party in 1999 in the form of 
Nur Otan and disadvantaged the CP in 
the election campaign, so that the lat-

grafics Wikimedia org
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ter missed entry into the lower house of 
parliament (Mazhilis). It is also signifi-
cant that Nazarbayev’s daughter Dariga, 
founded her own party, although he had 
spent years trying to build her up as his 
potential successor, the Azar Party. This 
party merged again with that of her fa-
ther in 2006. In Kazakhstan, parties do 
not have their top candidates, but top can-
didates have their own parties. Today, the 
long shadow of Nursultan Nazarbayev, the 
“father figure,” still hangs over the coun-
try. He was First Secretary of the Com-
munist Party of the country in the Sovi-
et era. For a time, he was considered as a 
candidate for the post of Prime Minister 
of the Soviet Union and supported Boris 
Yeltsin in the resistance against the putsch-
ists in August 1991. When the end of the 
Soviet Union was a fact did he declare his 
country independent as the last republic of 
the Soviet Union. He ruled the country for 
29 years. Without his support, none of the 
people who appear as protagonists in the 
current conflict would have been able to 
make their careers. And each of these in-
dividuals needs his or her power base in 
the form of a clan or at least a rope line. 

The Nazarbayevs come from the Al-
maty region (formerly Alma-Ata) in the 
south of the country, where the recent un-
rest started. Several offshore scandals, re-
vealing that members of the Nazarbayev 
clan have significant assets abroad, may 
have damaged the clan’s reputation. 
Whether Nazarbayev’s daughter Dariga 
will really follow in her father’s footsteps 
remains unclear: show business seems to 
suit her better, as she has distinguished 
herself with television appearances in 
which she sang popular songs. 

In 2019, when Nursultan Naz-
arbayev resigned as president – surpris-
ing for many – he handed over his post to 
Kassym-Jomart Tokayev and justified this 
step by saying that he wanted to avoid a 
situation like that in the closing years of 
the Soviet Union. At that time, elderly 
party and state leaders proved incapable 

of continuing to exercise their functions. 
Kassym-Jomart Tokayev, who succeeded 
Nazarbayev in 2019, is a skilled foreign 
policy expert and diplomat who knows 
Russia and China first-hand, implement-
ed his foster father’s nuclear disarmament 
policy, and has purposefully pursued his 
reform agenda. He also served as Under-
Secretary-General of the UN in Geneva 
and generally spent a lot of time abroad, 
so that of all the protagonists in today’s 
conflict, he is probably the one who was 
least able to establish his own power base 
in the form of a political clan. He prob-
ably was hardly interested in starting a 
political conflict in the country. At best, 
however, Nazarbayev’s weakness, Dariga 
Nazarbayeva’s ambitions, or an emerging 
crisis in the wake of the COVID-19 pan-
demic forced him to act.

No East-West scheme
In a political system whose functioning is 
based on a carefully balanced equilibrium 
between different factions, it is not sur-
prising that various enemies quickly rise 
up once the power shows weakness. In 
this light, it is credible to speak of exter-
nal enemies who interfered in the conflict 
over fuel prices and attempted to overturn 
political conditions. In a construct with a 
“father figure” who pretends to be close to 
the people, every politician runs the risk 
of being made a scapegoat for undesirable 
developments and dissatisfaction among 
the population and of being dumped off. 
In this respect, the protests in Almaty at 
the beginning of the month probably cre-
ated enormous pressure to act. Various ac-
tors may have tried to quickly exploit the 
situation in their own favour. At present, 
it appears that Tokayev was most success-
ful in doing so.1

There is no doubt that the Kazakh au-
thorities were prepared for the outbreak of 
unrest. The shutdown of the Internet and 
mobile phone networks had probably been 
prepared for a long time in terms of con-
tingency planning. It would also be sur-
prising if the Kazakh authorities had not 
been aware of the mood in the country. 
The fact that demonstrators were able to 

set fire to government buildings and oc-
cupy important objects, especially in the 
Almaty region, can be seen as an indica-
tion that they enjoyed certain sympathies 
among the security forces. This circum-
stance could be embarrassing and damag-
ing to the Nazarbayev clan in particular.

President Kassym-Jomart Tokayev did 
not hesitate for long and threatened to 
crack down on the demonstrators. This is 
certainly based on the experience of the 
Maidan Nezalezhnosti protests in Kiev in 
2014 and in Belarus in 2020, but in this re-
spect, the fact that significant parts of Ka-
zakhstan’s National Guard are conscripts 
who perform their duties without firearms, 
set him certain limits. The peacekeeping 
troops of the Collective Security Treaty 
Organization (CSTO in English, OBKB 
in Russian), which were quickly flown 
in, concentrated on protecting important 
objects in order to prevent a coup d’état 
and did not interfere in the conflicts with 
the demonstrators. Contrary to the predic-
tion of US Secretary of State Blinken, they 
were also pulling out soon.

It is certainly misleading to place the re-
cent unrest in Kazakhstan in an East-West 
context, in which democrats are fighting an 
authoritarian regime. For that, the condi-
tions in the country are too different from 
those in Western Europe. Also, many of 
the decision-making channels are not very 
transparent, so that external observers will 
have difficulty to follow them in this spe-
cific case. If, in the case of Kazakhstan, an-
other state striving for an independent po-
sition in world politics is forced into an 
East-West scheme, this does not bode well 
for the West’s willingness to compromise 
and for the role it is prepared to concede to 
unaligned states. Washington continues to 
divide the world into black and white and 
acts according to the motto: Whoever is not 
for us, is against us. Perhaps it would for 
once be salutary to point out to the West 
that it is isolating itself.  •
1 His lecture at the meeting of the heads of states 

at the OVKS is available online on https://
youtu.be/UFg-rc90VkQ

(Translation Current Concerns)
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The great silent glow and the singing lake
by Eliane Perret

Those who were lucky enough to be in the 
Upper Engadine in the days before Christ-
mas were not only able to take beautiful 
walks along the shores of the Engadine 
lakes in glorious weather, but also wit-
nessed a rare natural phenomenon. Over-
night, Lake Sils was covered with a layer 
of the rare black ice. Beforehand, it had 
been freezing cold for a long time and it 
had not snowed. Thus, the initially wafer-
thin skin of ice on the lake became a co-
herent black sheet of ice. To be precise, 
the ice was not “black” of course, but be-

cause it had formed in clear weather, it 
now lay mirror-smooth and amazingly 
transparent in front of us, and through the 
crystal-clear surface one could see into 
the dark depths of the water. 
It was getting towards evening, and the 
unique light conditions in the Upper En-
gadine – this great silent glow – brought 
with it a great calm. It was broken by 
strange sounds that spread over the ice. A 
murmur, hissing, gurgling, then a sudden 
bang was heard. After about three hours it 
was over. But only until the next morning, 
when the sound spectacle begins again 
about two hours before sunrise. A natural 
phenomenon that only occurs with black 
ice. 

Large temperature  
differences and small cracks

The reason for the “singing lakes” is ten-
sion in the ice, because like any other ma-

terial it reacts to large temperature dif-
ferences. When the sun shines, the large 
black ice surface provides ideal condi-
tions for them to form. If it gets warmer, 
the upper side of the ice expands, if it gets 
colder, it contracts. The lower side of the 
ice, on the other hand, remains rigid and 
hardly changes. Now the ice “works”. At 
the lower edge, small cracks form, which 
run through the ice surface like a spi-
der’s web, and which only open up a lit-
tle at exceptionally low temperatures. The 
cracking of these cracks causes the “sing-
ing”: The sound propagates at great speed 
along these tension cracks in the ice sheet, 
which can easily be several hundred me-
tres long. It is faster in the ice than in the 
air, and the faster, the higher the sound to 
the human ear. If the ice is covered with 
snow, it acts like a sound absorber and the 

continued on page 15

The great silent glow at Silsersee. (picture © JB 2022)

Firnelicht
Wie pocht’ das Herz mir in der Brust
Trotz meiner jungen Wanderlust,
Wann, heimgewendet, ich erschaut
Die Schneegebirge, süss umblaut,
Das grosse stille Leuchten!

Ich atmet eilig, wie auf Raub,
Der Märkte Dunst, der Städte Staub.
Ich sah den Kampf. Was sagest du,
Mein reines Firnelicht, dazu,
Du grosses stilles Leuchten?

Nie prahlt ich mit der Heimat noch
Und liebe sie von Herzen doch!
In meinem Wesen und Gedicht
Allüberall ist Firnelicht,
Das grosse stille Leuchten.

Was kann ich für die Heimat tun,
Bevor ich geh im Grabe ruhn?
Was geb ich, das dem Tod entflieht?
Vielleicht ein Wort, vielleicht ein Lied,
Ein kleines stilles Leuchten!

Conrad Ferdinand Meyer
(* 11.10.1825, † 28.11.1898) A sea of   ice flowers. (picture © JB 2022)
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”The great silent glow …” 
continued from page 14

“icy” music disappears. This is the secret 
of the “singing lake”, which could well 
lead to mystical explanations.

Flowers of ice
But the cracks also lead to another fairy-
tale-like phenomenon to be admired: 
the hoarfrost ice flowers – that, too, a 
rather rare phenomenon on the Upper 
Engadine lakes. There is also a scien-
tific explanation for their formation. The 
ingredients are the sun in the steel-blue 
winter sky and the resulting large evap-
oration over the icy lake. When it gets 
cooler after sunset, the air’s capacity to 
absorb water vapour decreases. The air 
above the ice is now quite humid. With 
the cold temperatures at night, it con-
denses. In the morning, the landscape 
looks like it is covered in sugar from 
the hoarfrost that has formed. The small 
piles of ice crystals with their faces and 
edges, which have formed on the sur-
face of the ice from the lake water, 

form the nuclei on which beautiful ice 
flowers can “grow” thanks to the mois-
ture in the air. They are often found in 
whole groups or flocks. How they form 
exactly depends mainly on humid-
ity, temperature and wind. If the crev-
ices are moistened by seawater, diverse, 
enchanting formations also grow along 
them. Sometimes a real sea of ice flow-
ers forms on the ice. 

From the depths of the lake bed
But these are not the only phenomena 
in the black ice that invite you to linger 
and investigate. In some places in the still 
young ice cover, columns become visible 
that are reminiscent of the thought bub-
bles in a comic strip. They are formed by 
methane gas bubbles that rise from the 
bottom of the lake and freeze in the pro-
cess. 
Anyone who has had to suffer frost dam-
age from burst water pipes gets to see 
a vivid example of the expansion of the 

ice here on the shore of the frozen lake, 
because after several days of exposure 
to the sun, broken layers of ice have 
slid over each other to form a confused 
but decorative jumble of glassy debris 
stripes.
So, the black ice became a good subject 
for the camera and stimulated reflection 
and investigation, just like the ice flow-
ers, the gas bubbles and the many other 
“wonders” that nature can produce.
There is something very relaxing about 
being in nature and observing what fas-
cinating phenomena are possible. Who-
ever does this with their children is 
doing them a labour of love. Not only 
do they learn to observe attentively and 
draw conclusions, but they also sharpen 
their senses and gain more inner peace 
in an everyday life that today is often 
dominated by “action” and fast-moving 
“events”. In doing so, they strengthen 
their emotional connection to nature and 
to the land in which they live. •

Delicate ice flowers. (picture © JB 2022)

Gas bubbles rise from the bottom of the lake and freeze.(picture © JB 2022)
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